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Abstract 
Shawe-Taylor, J., M. Anthony and N.L. Biggs, Bounding sample size with the Vapnik-Chervonenkis 
dimension, Discrete Applied Mathematics 42 (1993) 65-73. 
A proof that a concept class is learnable provided the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension is finite is given. 
The proof is more explicit than previous proofs and introduces two new parameters which allow 
bounds on the sample size obtained to be improved by a factor of approximately 4 log,(e). 
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1. Introduction 
The problem of deciding what sample size is needed to guarantee accurate learn- 
ing in Valiant’s Probably Approximately Correct [5] sense has received much atten- 
tion in the literature. This has been brought into focus by the current interest in 
connectionist models of learning. Many experimental results have been obtained 
with these models but there is little theory to justify their generality. The first in- 
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roads into this area were made by Pitt and Valiant [4] and Blumer, Ehrenfeucht, 
Haussler and Warmuth [l] who pointed out that if the number r of hypotheses is 
finite then the probability that any hypothesis with error larger than E is consistent 
with the target concept on a sample of size m, is less than (1 -cE)~~. We include 
their proof in Section 2 for completeness and as motivation for the proof of our 
main theorem. Their result led them to introduce Occam-algorithms. The definition 
of an Occam-algorithm includes the requirement that a learning algorithm exists for 
the concept which runs in polynomial time. This requirement is not necessary for 
the error bound which holds independently of how the hypothesis was arrived at or 
indeed which hypothesis it is, providing only that it is consistent with the given 
sample. 
In the case when the number of hypotheses is actually or potentially infinite, 
which includes most realistic examples of learning and certainly feedforward neural 
networks with real weights, the extent of the hypothesis space has to be bounded 
in some way before anything can be said independently of the learning algorithm. 
This is because if all functions are allowed then however large a (finite) sample we 
have we can choose the function to be as inaccurate as we like on the rest of the 
(infinite) input space. The breakthrough in the case of infinite hypothesis spaces 
came with the application of the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension [6]. Using this 
measure of the size of the hypothesis space it was shown [I, 31, that the sample size 
needed can be bounded in terms of the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension, again in- 
dependently of any learning algorithm. 
This paper gives a proof of this result, which introduces two additional 
parameters and so improves the bound obtained for the sample size by a factor of 
approximately 4 log,(e). 
2. Definitions and preliminary results 
We first introduce the framework within which we study learning. Let (X,Z,p) 
be a probability space.] This is the space from which the samples and test examples 
will be chosen and can be thought of as the space of “naturally occurring” pheno- 
mena. A concept defined over X is a mapping c: 
CE g(X)= (flf:X+{+l,-1) andfis measurable}, 
identifying the elements of X as positive or negative examples. Fix a concept c, call- 
ing it the target concept. The task of a learning algorithm is to find a good approxi- 
mation to c from some given subset Hc g(X), called the set of hypotheses. The 
approximation must be found by using information about the target concept’s 
behaviour on a sample of inputs. 
Given any fe g(X) we define the actual error off (with respect to c) as 
’ We assume certain measurability conditions, see [l]. 
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Further for a set H of hypotheses we define the haziness of H (with respect to c) as 
haz,(H) = sup{ er,(h) ) h E H}. 
Given a sample x = (x,, . . . , x,) E Xm and an h E B(X) the observed error of h on x 
(with respect to c) is 
er,(h) = $i{i 1 h(Xi)#C(X;)}j. 
The subset of a set H of hypotheses consistent with x (with respect to c) is 
H[x] = {h E H / er,(h) = O}. 
We say that H can approximate c if for all m and all x E Xm, H[x] # 0: this is cer- 
tainly true if CE H. We can now introduce the concept of learnable in the Probably 
Approximately Correct sense. 
Definition 2.1. Given a set H of hypotheses, the target concept c is learnable in con- 
text H, if H can approximate c, and, given E, 6 E (0, l), there is a positive integer 
m. = mO(e, S) such that 
,~“‘{x~X~~haz,(H[x])~~}>l-6 for all memo. 
Note that this definition says nothing about how hard it is to find an element in 
H[x], or about the rate of growth of the function mo(&, S). Many definitions of 
learnability include stipulation of a polynomially bounded algorithm to find an ele- 
ment in H[x] and also the requirement that mO(&,a) should be polynomial in 11~ 
and l/6. The bound on m. for learnability given a finite Vapnik-Chervonenkis 
dimension certainly satisfies this second condition, but we do not address the prob- 
lem of the algorithms needed to find hypotheses fitting a given sample. 
We now give the result for finite H. Note that, we use In to denote natural 
logarithm and log to denote logarithm to the base 2. 
Theorem 2.2. If H is a finite set of hypotheses, then c E H is learnable in context 
H and a suitable value for m, is 
Proof. Let B, = {h E H 1 er,(h) > E} and fix h E B,. First note that by the definition 
of actual error, 
~{XE X / h(x) = c(x)} < 1 --E. 
But then for a sequence x = (x,, . . . , x,) of independently selected samples the prob- 
ability that er,(h) = 0 can be bounded; 
~“‘{xEX~ 1 er,(h)=O} ~(l-8)“‘. 
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Hence by the subadditivity of the probability measure the probability that at least 
one h E B, has as low an error as this is given by 
~L({~~X’7’[ 3hEB, such that er,(h)=O}<~B,~(l-c)m. 
Hence 
,u”{xEX”‘~ haz[x]~&)>l-_B,l(l-&)“’ 
> 1 - lHlexp(-em). 
The result follows from setting this quantity greater than or equal to 1 - 6. 0 
3. Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension 
We now consider generalising the result from finite sets of hypotheses to sets of 
hypotheses with finite Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension. 
To introduce the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension, it is useful to consider first 
the following number for a given sequence x = (x1, . . . ,x,) E X”‘: 
fl,(x) = l~(W,),...~W,J) / hEffll. 
This is the number of different output sequences that can be obtained by applying 
all of the hypotheses to a fixed input x. The maximum that can be obtained for all 
m-tuple inputs is a function flH(m) of m: 
This function is called the growfh function of H. Clearly n,(m) I 2”‘, since there 
are only 2” possible sequences. For a set H of hypotheses the Vapnik-Cher- 
vonenkis dimension, denoted VCdim(H) is defined as 
VCdim(H) = 
(I 
03’ 
if fl,(m)=2m for all m; 
max { m ) flH(rn) = 2”‘}, otherwise. 
For mlVCdim(H), we have by definition flH(m) =2m. The next lemma gives a 
bound on the size of n,(m) for m> VCdim(H). It can be found in [1,2]. 
Lemma 3.1. If VCdim(H) = d and m r dr 1, then 17,(m) I (em/d)d, where e is the 
base of the natural logarithm. 
We give a second lemma which will prove useful later. 
Lemma 3.2. For any a>O, ln(x)lc+ax, for xr0, where c=ln(l/cr)- 1. 
Proof. Consider the function f(x) = c + ax- In(x). Consider f’(x) = (Y - l/x. This 
will be positive for x> 1 /a and negative for x< l/a. Setting f(x) = 0 for x = 1 /(Y gives 
c= ln(l/cx) - 1 as required. 0 
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We are now ready to present our main theorem. The sample size bound will be 
given in a corollary to this theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. For a given hypothesis c and set of hypotheses Hc E’(X) with finite 
Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension d> 1, the probability that some function h in H 
which agrees with c on m independent random examples (chosen according to any 
fixed probability distribution p) has error er,(h) greater than E is less than 
provided that m 2 4d/.z. 
Proof. Let B, = {h E H 1 er,(h) > E}. Following [3] we define two subsets of vectors 
of points from X. The sets in our case are, 
Q,“’ = {x E Xm 1 3 h E B, such that er,(h) = 0} 
and 
JT+k = {xy~X~+~ ( 3hEB, such that er,(h) = 0, and er,(h) > r& >. 
The parameters kz 1 and r< 1 have yet to be chosen. In [3] these numbers are 
chosen to be m and 0.5 respectively. Here we take them to satisfy 
2 
r=l- - 
/- Ek ’ 
urn 
k=m 7-l ( > 
These two equations have a solution for some k 2 m, provided that Em L 4d. We will 
assume that k is an integer and ignore the effects when this is not the case. As in 
[3] the proof is divided into two stages proving the two inequalities, 
and 
The result will clearly follow. 
Stage 1. This stage relies on Chebyshev’s inequality to prove that for h E B, 
pk{yeXk Ier,,(h)>re}>0.5, 
by showing that 
.uk{y~Xk 1 er,(h)srei<0.5. 
The expected number of indices for which h(y,) # c(y;) is pk where 
p = er,(h) > E, 
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while the variance is ~(1 -p)k. Hence by Chebyshev the probability that of k in- 
dependent choices fewer than r&k fall in this set is less than or equal to 
p(1 -p)k < 1 
((p - r.z)k)2 (1 - r)2ck 
since p > E. Hence since 
we have 
,IP{ yEXM j er,,(h)rre} < 
1 1 
(1 - r)2ck = !i’ 
as required. 
Stage 2. Consider the transformations 
~l,...,~(,,,+k)!> 
of the vectors xy E X’n+k obtained by permuting the m + k indices. We can sum the 
measure of the space JEm+k over all of (m + k)! copies of Xm+k obtained by per- 
muting the indices: 
Interchanging the summation and integration gives 
(m-t k)!,u”‘+k (J,m+k) = .i,,,s+A i”:~~‘!~~~-4~;WN dfiC(“+kW. 
The proof now involves finding a bound on the inner sum 
(m+k)! 
c xJ/+A(rr;(w) 
i=l 
which is independent of the vector xy. This is a matter of counting for a particular 
xy how many rearrangements of it lie in J[‘+k. If we can bound this by a fraction 
0 of all (m + k)! rearrangements, we can then bound 
P ‘n+k(J~+k)sO. 
Consider xy E Xm ’ k and the possible values h(xy) for h E H. By Lemma 3.1 there 
are at most 
ff&n+k)r( e(md+k)) 
such sequences since H has finite VC dimension d. For each such sequence if the 
number of indices in which the sequence disagrees with c is I, then the fraction of 
permutations which will place it in JF+k is given by 
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k 0 I k(k- l)...(k-I+ 1) k ’ 
m-tk 
c ) 
= (m+k)(m+k-l)...(m+k-I+l)s ( > m+k 
1 =(1-s> 
< @i7/(m + k))/l - 
Since if I< r&k no rearrangement lies in JF+k, we can bound the proportion of per- 
mutations by 
ee(m/(m + k))r&k 
This is the fraction of permutations which were included for a particular sequence, 
hence the total number can be bounded by the sum over all possible sequences 
Finally we substitute the value of k 
urn 
k=m 7-l ( > 
giving 
2d 
Ede--Em(l-@@j). 
Consider the value of r. Since krm and Em 24d, we have that 
rrl- 
But dr2, and so rr0.5. We now have 
since 
2 
s-mzm(l- 
again using Emr4d. Hence 
2d 
Ede-un(l-21/T;7/m)~ 
as required. 0 
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Corollary 3.4. If d = VCdim(H) > 1 is finite and H can approximate c, then c is learn- 
able in context H and a suitable m, is 
1 
Et1 -lm 
[2d ln(6/c) + h-1(2/6)]. 
Proof. Since H can approximate c, we must check only the existence of mo. By the 
theorem, for given e and 6, we must choose m such that 
provided this is greater than or equal to 4d/&. Taking logarithms and regrouping 
terms gives 
( 
21/2 me>d 2+2ln(m)-2ln(d)+ln(c)+- 
fi > 
+ ln(2/6). 
By Lemma 3.2, if we choose 
c = ln(2) + In(d) + In( 1 /c) + ln( 1 /a) - 1 
for some Q between 0 and 1, then In(m) 5 c + aem/2d, and so it is sufficient to 
choose 
1 
rn>- 
&(l -a) 
ln(l/&)+2ln(2)+2ln(l/a)+ $E) +ln(2/6)j. 
Choosing (x = fi gives the result since ln(2) + 1/2/d<ln(6), for d> 1. This value for 
m certainly satisfies the requirement that m 2 4d/E. A more optimal choice for Q. is 
(1 + ln( l/e))-‘, but the expression generated is less readable. The optimal (Y for 
given E, ignoring the effect of the 2fl/@ term, is obtained by 
recurrence 
y = 1 +In(y)+ln(l/c)/2, 
and setting cy = l/y. 0 
The upper bound for m given by Haussler in [2] (see also [l]) is 
; [2d log,(l3/E) + log,(2/6)]. 
The upper bound for m we have obtained is smaller than this bound 
larger than 4( 1 - fi) log,(e). 
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